
Name:  __________________________                              Score:  ________ 
 

                                 Daily Language                                       
Please fix: 
 
  amanda p carlson she are a real estate agent four smith & thomas realty in barstow california 
 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Write the number of syllables for each word. Draw a diagonal line between each syllable. 
      
 indescribable _______    furious _______    championship _______  rescue  _______   
 
 
 
 Underline the verb and circle the helping verb. 
 
  Jamison has helped at the hospital many times before. 
  
  
 
  Circle the adjectives. 
 
  Under the bush, David noticed a slimy green worm clinging to a slippery gray rock. 
 
 
   Choose the correct word in each sentence: 
 
   No one noticed the ( cars   car’s ) flat tire. 
 
   The ( desks    desk’s ) are stacked against the wall. 
 
   His ( friends   friend’s ) will be coming over to play touch football. 
 
   Terry took the ( computers   computer’s ) monitor to the store for repairs. 
 
   The ( flowers    flower’s ) were put into a vase on the table. 
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Use the editing 
marks to fix.   

   Choose the correct word for each sentence: 
 
    Whenever Marty sees ( a    an ) accident he worries that someone is hurt. 
 
    Justin wanted to eat ( a   an ) juicy red apple. 



Name:  __________________________                           Score:  __________ 
 

                               Daily Language 
Please fix: 
 
   juanita gonzales she livez with hur parents on thomas rd in madison wisconsin 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Write the number of syllables next to each word. Draw a diagonal line between each syllable. 
 
    indivisible _______       perfection _______      situation  _______      brought  _______ 
 
    Circle the predicate: 
 
    The horse show begins next week. 
 
 
   Circle the compound words in this sentence. 
 
    She accidentally dropped her hairbrush into the bathtub in her bathroom. 
 
 
 Write a sentence that shows a different meaning for the underlined word. 
 Example:  Sue got a can of beans from the shelf.   Sue can cook dinner now.  
 
  He was amazed at the huge wave that splashed in front of him. 
 
  ____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
  Jeremy and his mom went to see a play at the Herberger Theater. 
 
   ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  
 
 
    
     Circle the subject in this sentence. 
 
     The twelve year old girl won the race. 
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Use the editing 
marks to fix this 
sentence.   



Name:  __________________________                            Score:  _________
  

                                 Daily Language 
Please fix: 
 
 michael he got goose bumps When he saw the statue of liberty for the Furst time 
 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
   Circle the linking verb in this sentence: 
 
  Bears claws are very long and sharp.  
 
 
    Circle the adjectives in this sentence: 
 
   The sneaky thief carefully opened the unlocked window and climbed into the house.  
 
 
  In a short letter to your mother or father, explain one thing that she/he does that brings 
you joy. 
 
 
     __________________________________ 
 
_____________________________ 
 
 
        _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     __________________________________ 
 
      __________________________________ 
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Use the editing 
marks to fix this 
sentence.   



Name:  __________________________             Score:  _______ 
 

                           Daily Language 
Please fix: 
 
     whi did the pilgrims leve england asked mr raster do you thinck they was happier here 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Put adjectives in front of the nouns to make this sentence more interesting: 
 
  A _______________________________ bear entered the ________________________________ cave. 
 
 
    Circle the direct object.                                    
 
   Alex and his brother watched their baby brother last night.        
 
 
 
   Why is this impossible? Be specific, please. 
   Please remember all rules and write in complete sentences.   
   Please remember word choice! 
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Use the editing 
marks to fix.   

 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 



Name:  __________________________                           Score:  __________ 
 

                               Daily Language 
Please fix: 
 
  dr marvin swenson werks at mercy hospital in dover delaware on fridays saturdays and sundays 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   Circle the verb in this sentence.  Underline the adverb.               The adverb tells:   
 
    The fans cheered loudly for the team!                                  how       when      where 
 
    Circle the compound predicate: 
 
    The judges watch and carefully choose the winner of the race. 
 
 
   Circle the conjunction that joins the subjects. 
 
    Ronald and Marcy like to take their dog for a walk each evening. 
 
 
 Combine these sentences into one sentence using a conjunction.  
 
  Dan likes pepperoni pizza.   Sue likes pepperoni pizza. 
 
  ____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
  Tony will pick up the trash bag.  Tony will take the trash out. 
 
   ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  
 
 
    
     Circle the simple subject in this sentence. 
 
     After he won the race, the small boy ran to his mom. 
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Use the editing 
marks to fix this 
sentence.   
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